A multipurpose vertical holeboard with automated recording of spatial and temporal response patterns for rodents.
A method is presented for manual or automated recording of rats' spontaneous nose-poking ('visit') behaviors to a vertical holeboard with a matrix of 45 or 54 holes. Several behavior parameters are presented: visit frequency, visit duration, temporal visit pattern, spatial visit pattern, stereotype of visits, diversity of visits and variability of visit patterns. The paper describes the development of the apparatus and some methods of analyzing and presenting the multi-parametric data. The use of the apparatus is illustrated with a one-trial appetitive conditioning task. After 5 min in a single 10-min session, a food pellet is presented, only once in a given hole, to provide reinforcement of a spontaneous visit to that hole. The behavior parameters are compared before and after reinforcement. When the one-trial conditioning effect was challenged with d-amphetamine, the behavior parameters changed in a graded manner depending upon the dose (0.25-6.0 mg/kg). The apparatus has also proven useful for studies of exploratory behavior without using food reinforcement following lesion or drug interventions.